
Name: __________________________________    Date: _______________

APRIL  WORKSHEETS

Bear Essential News is here and is written just for you. Use the April Camp Guide edition to 
complete these activities! 
 
News Highlights & In the Spotlight 
News stories cover the 5W’s & H—the Who, What, Why, Where, When and How of the story. 
But certain facts in a story are more important than others. Read the News Highlights story 
about the satellite hunter, and figure out the most important fact to tell whether it’s a Who, What, 
Why, Where, When or How story. 
 

This is a  ___________________________ story. 
 
 

What fact (or facts) of the story did you find most interesting? 
 

1. __________________________________________________  
 

How is orbiting space junk a threat to the space station and 
 functioning Earth satellites? 

 
2. _______________________________________________________ 

  
 
Main Feature:  Bear Celebrates Earth Day! (pages 12 & 13) 
To celebrate Earth Day, learn about (or better yet, hop in the family 
car and visit) these Arizona geologic wonders, and answer the following: 
 
1. Which of these AZ places would you like to visit most and why?  
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
2. What are three new ways you and your family can help the Earth: 
 
________________________    ________________________    ________________________ 
 
Boomer’s 2021 Summer Camp Guide! (starts on p. 16 for Phoenix edition, p. 14 for Tucson) 
Read Bear’s Summer Camp story, and answer the following questions: 
    Campers lucky enough to go to summer camp are expected  
    to do their part when it comes to staying safe from COVID-19. 
    Do you think this will detract from the fun? Why or why not? 
 

____________________________________________________ 
 

Write down a camp in the guide that you’d like to attend. What 
would you like to do at that camp and why? 

 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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VOCABULARY 
 
POWER WORD & SUMMER CAMP WORD SEARCH 
Power Words appear capitalized and in bold face each month. Write down what part of speech 
each Power Word is (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) and learn its definition. Then find the 
words up, down, forward, backward or diagonally. Find the 16 hidden summer camp words, too! 
  
AVID   _________:  really eager or enthusiastic 
EMPOWERING _________:  encouraging a person or group to act or get going 
INCIDENT  _________:  something that happens—an occurrence 
EONS   _________:  very long periods of time 
DEPOSITED  _________:  placed or put in position 
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